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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the slightly belated final issue of
Timelines for 2017.
This issue includes a bursary report from Nikki
Sullivan who attended Museum Next to talk
about her work with LGBTI + inclusion in
museums. Nikki shares her three top speakers
from the conference with us.
We also have a report from Michelle Hobbs
who attended the Open Palace Program in
the UK thanks to support from MGA.
Make sure you also read up on the events
we have planned for the MGA annual
conference in Melbourne in June.

Newsletter Co-editors
Elizabeth Bramley
Museums Victoria
Nina Buchan
Museums Victoria

MEMBERSHIP

If you have an exciting project or event or
have seen something you’d like to share with
your Historians colleagues please write to
Timelinesjournal@gmail.com and tell us.
With warmest regards,
Nina and Liz.

CONTRIBUTING TO TIMELINES

Museum Historians is a Museums Australia

There are two issues of Timelines a year, and
all contributions are welcome; including artiThe cost of membership is $11 and is open to cles, press releases, photos and short updates about exhibitions, programs and
all current members of Museums Australia.
events.
To join Museum Historians please contact the
Issue One published: April/May.
Museums Australia national office:
Contributions close March 31st.
The Membership Manager
Issue Two published: November/December.
Museums Australia
CONTRIBUTORSclose September 30th.
Contributions
PO Box 266
Contributions should be emailed to the coCivic Square ACT 2608
editors at Timelinesjournal@gmail.com
Australia
National Network, and Special Interest Group.

Ph: 02 6230 0346 Fax: 02 6230 0360

Thank you to the contributors to this edition

Email: ma@museumsaustralia.org.au

of Timelines:
Nikki Sullivan Migration Museum
Michelle Hobbs City of Gosford
Museum Historians Committee
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MUSEUMS AUSTRALIA HISTORIANS NATIONAL
NETWORK BURSARY PROGRAM
Museums

Australia

Historians

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Historians,

National

Network (MAHNN) will provide funds of up to

I hope you’ve had a nice

$1,000 per year for a member to undertake

end to 2017 and a good start to 2018.

professional development activities. In some

We have some exciting activities planned

cases this amount may be split to provide two
smaller bursaries. Activities can include, but

for the MGA National Conference in June. In

are not limited to: Conference/seminar regis-

collaboration with Melbourne’s Queens of

tration fees, travel and

dark and dirty history Carly Godden and Lee

accommodation

costs to attend professional development ac-

Hooper (from the podcast Dead & Buried)

tivities, and/or research costs.

join us on a dark history tour of Melbourne. It

To be eligible for funding, you must be a

will take place on the afternoon of Monday

member of the network and be working or
studying in the museums/galleries/libraries/
archives/heritage sector.
A total of $1000 is available for all bursaries

4th June, finishing at the Welcome Reception at the SLV. Registration will be via the
conference website.

in a given calendar year, with a maximum

We are also running a session on History as

of $1,000 per applicant.

an Agent of Change in which we would

Applications will be assessed by the MAHNN

love you to participate and share your work.

Committee annually. Applications can be

Details on how to get involved can be found

submitted anytime but must be received by
31 August in any given year.
A panel consisting of three members of the

on page 9.
If you have any questions, ideas or sugges-

executive of MAHNN will assess the applica-

tions of how your network could better serve

tions.

you, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Applications should be emailed to:

Wishing you an exciting, engaged and

Snjezana Cosic scosic13@gmail.com

history filled 2018.

Please send your current CV with the

Michelle Stevenson

application.

President, MA Historians NN.
Phone (03) 8341 7381 or 0438580712
email: mstevenson@museum.vic.gov.au
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MUSEUM NEXT: MELBOURNE 2017
BURSARY REPORT BY NIKKI SULLIVAN - CURATOR MIGRATION MUSEUM, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
In February this year I was lucky enough to

practice up in polarised terms (ie cutting-

be able to attend Museum Next which,

edge and anachronistic models).

for the first time in its history, was held in

I also found the workshop on mentoring

Australia (Melbourne). My trip was

thought provoking, and I have since been

supported by a bursary from the Museum

thinking about becoming involved in a

Historians SIG Network, for which I was

mentoring relationship.

extremely grateful.

The three presentations that perhaps

As a relative newcomer to the museum

resonated most strongly with my interests

sector – I have been a curator at the

were:

Migration Museum in Adelaide for just
over three years – it was an amazing
opportunity for me to meet other people
from the sector, find out about cuttingedge work that it is being carried out in

Rowan Carroll, Director, New Zealand
Police Museum
“Making a Difference in the Lives of Young
People at Risk”

Australia and overseas, and give a short,

In this paper Carroll provided a convincing

10 minutes, 10 slide, presentation on

account of the role that museums can play

LGBTIQ+ inclusion in museums, and, more

in facilitating social change. She showed

particularly, on the work that we have

that the community engagement

been doing in this area at the Migration

programs that the New Zealand Police

Museum.

Museum offers to young people at risk

The conference was jam packed full of
absolutely fascinating speakers and
presentations, as well as a number of
great, practical workshops. The workshop
on audience engagement was a positive
counter to the contemporary move
towards co-creation, emphasising the
importance of a range of practices and
approaches rather than imaging museum

have changed intergenerational hostility
towards the police, and, in the long term,
may well contribute to a decrease in crime

rates in the local area. I was really interested to hear that the project involves a
longitudinal analysis of aims and outcomes
which will have important implications for
the museum sector in a context in which
arts bodies are increasingly tasked with
tackling social welfare issues.
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possible to incorporate some of Correa
and Luis’ insights into my own practice, in
particular given that the institution at
which I work is not an art museum.
Elaine Heumann Gurian, keynote address
“The Importance of And”
Heumann Gurian’s presentation raised
the question of how to deal with com-

plexities in the museum context. After
critiquing the current tendency to reduce
information to twitter bites, and the socioNikki Sullivan

political effects such a tendency may
produce, Heumann Gurian called on

Kalewa Correa & Adriel Luis, Smithsonian

museum professionals to think about the

Asian Pacific American Centre

ways in which we might practically

“Building Communities of Trust”

In this inspiring presentation Correa and
Luis spoke about the role of Culture Labs
in the creation of communities of trust.
Culture Labs, as Correa and Luis have
curated them, bring people together
with the aim of incubating sustainable
artistic networks that at once produce
exhibitions and continue beyond the
original event itself. For me, this was
another presentation that clearly
supported the claim that museums can
change lives and contribute to strong,
resilient communities. It also showed that
active public participation can change
museums for the better. It gave me
pause to reflect on how it might be

incorporate unreconciled multiple views
into galleries, exhibitions, and so on.

Acknowledging that this may in some
senses be a risky undertaking, Heumann
Gurian challenged the audience to consider whether or not ‘selective inclusion’ is
problematic, and if it works against the
promotion of difference as integral to positive civil discourse. For me, this paper
raised a range of extremely important
questions that subtend practice and that
we would do well to pay sustained critical
attention to.
Nikki Sullivan
Curator, Migration Museum
nsullivan@history.sa.gov.au
Nikki was a Museum Historians Professional Development Bursary Recipient
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OPEN PALACE PROGRAM: UK 2017
MICHELLE HOBBS– CITY OF GOSNELLS - HERITAGE COLLECTIONS SUPERVISIOR
In July 2017 I was fortunate enough to

The course included a range of activities,

gain a place on the Open Palace

from designing a learning activity for a

Programme, a 20 day hands-on

targeted audience at the Museum of Bath

experience for students and emergent

Architecture, to developing a fundraising

professionals behind the scenes in some

campaign for restoration of the State

of the UK’s finest palaces and heritage

Dining Rooms at Stowe House, learning

sites, working with and learning from the

about the collection management system

professionals who care for them.

of the Royal Collections Trust at Windsor
Castle and a practical plastering experience at the Brighton Regency Townhouse.

Viewing an item from the Royal Ceremonial Dress Collection at Kensington Palace.
Credit: Michelle Hobbs, 2017
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At each historic site we were given
privileged access to the staff and
collections to learn and interact with these
wonderful places. Additionally we learned
from each other along the way and made
strong connections with other emerging
professionals from around Australia, New
Zealand, America and Canada.

While on the course I took masses of
notes which I turned into a blog as I
went. The HistoryMissM blog - https://
historymissm.wordpress.com/ provides
more detail on the amazing experiences
we had and knowledge gained along
the course. There was an overwhelming
amount of content and it has taken me

a little while to
write up the final
days of the trip,
but please have a
read of the early
parts.
The final posts will
be forthcoming
soon and I am
more than happy
to answer any
questions about
the course or sites
All the Open Palace participants prettied up for dinner.
Credit: Michelle Hobbs, 2017

we visited. Please
excuse any typing errors, the posts
were written on the go at the end of

I was fortunate enough to be awarded the
first Museums Australia bursary offered for
this program, and as part of that I offered
to share my experiences with my
colleagues and the greater museum
community.

very long days, I will edit and tidy them

up in due course.
Michelle Hobbs
Supervisor Heritage Collections, City of
Gosnells
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BRISBANE HISTORY TOUR: MA CONFERENCE 2017
To mark the start of the 2017 Museums

Queensland governors and their families,

Australia Conference in Brisbane the

until in 1909 it was decided that the Gov-

Museum Historians hosted a walking tour.

ernor needed a larger, more impressive

The day began with breakfast at the

residence. Katie then led the group down

Pantry at Old Government House,

George Street providing a glimpse into

at Gardens Point in the grounds of

Brisbane’s Convict and Early Settlement

the Queensland University of Technolo-

History.

gy. This was followed by a tour of the

The tour finished at the Queensland

house itself with Curator Katie McConnel.

Museum with a tour of their Southbank

Constructed between 1860 and 1862 the

Galleries followed by a discussion.

building served as the residence for 11

Brisbane History Tour underway at Old Government House with Katie McConnell, inside the gorgeous
Governor's Library.
Credit: Snjezana Cosic, 2017
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CALL FOR PAPERS HISTORY AS AN AGENT OF CHANGE
About
As part of the 2018 Museums Galleries Australia National Conference the Museum
Historians National Network Committee invites you (our members) to join us for a
session on ‘History as an Agent of Change’ to highlight your work.
What
This session will bring together six museum
historians each giving a 7-10 minute
lightening talk on their recent work which
addresses one of the following themes:


Using history to tell the stories of now



Using history explore the future



Using history inspire Action

Following on from these lighting talks is a
facilitated discussion where the audience
will have an opportunity to comment,
question and share their own work. The
discussion could address ideas such as: using
history to break down barriers and tell
difficult stories, collecting and presenting
contemporary history, the role of history in a
post-truth world, new methods of presenting Meredith Hayes early agricultural student
Photographer: Catherine Forge

history in museums and creating social
action through history.
How do I participate?
If you’ve got a great project you’d like to share submit a 100 word abstract telling us
how you’ve used history to: tell stories of now, explore the future or inspire action.
Abstracts to Michelle Stevenson mstevenson@museum.vic.gov.au by COB Friday
23rd of February 2018 successful speakers will be notified by COB Wednesday 28th of
February.

DARK HISTORY
TOUR OF
MELBOURNE
When: Monday 4 June
Meet: 12:45pm, Location TBC
Finish: 6pm at SLV

Join the hosts of
Melbourne’s Dead &
Buried Podcast for a
walking tour through
Melbourne’s underground
history and uncover
stories of crime,
punishment, love, loss and
civil disobedience.
Cost
$50 Historians
$60 Non-members
(includes afternoon tea)
Presented as part of the
Museums Galleries
Australia 2018 National
Conference.

PRESENTED BY
MUSEUM HISTORIANS NN

View of city laneway, Melbourne by Albert Tucker, 1939-1945
Source: SLV

